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                                                  Ormandy conducts Bach Fugue Transcriptions
Eugene Ormandy (1899-1985) inherited his own penchant for orchestrated Bach transcriptions 
from his predecessor in Philadelphia, Leopold Stokowski, who had made a reputation for 
transforming original organ compositions of Bach and assigning their various choirs and colors 
to the full symphonic ensemble. Ormandy often made his own transcriptions, many in the 
“plump and gaudy” category, which certainly o�ended purists but delighted those who relish 
the sound of those “Fabulous Philadelphians.” At some sessions, Ormandy used transcriptions by 
Arthur Harris, especially if they highlighted the Philadelphia wind sound. The Philadelphia 
strings, woodwinds and brass choirs could collaborate to reproduce the Bach organ sound, 
imitating the rich diapason and positiv of the original instrument, its range and deep sonic 
resonance.
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 With speakers arranged for surround playback the hemispheric e�ect begins on the middle left wall of 
the room. There you will �nd a woodwind and brass choir. At the Left front are the violins. Center front 
contains timpani at the rear of the orchestra, with violas forward and spreading toward the right. At 
the right front are cellos and double basses, and continuing around the hall circle to the right side of 
the room is a second woodwind and brass choir. The two sides and rear space also contibute the hall 
ambience that creates the full dimension of sound.
 This music, this orchestra, and this recording technique combine to provide a listening experience can 
be described only as right. With stereo listeners the arrangement fully explores the antiphonal 
characteristics of the music. The two outside choirs that form the semi-circle will "fold" into their 
respective sides, reducing the semi-circle to the �at stereo plane. That is, the left choir will be at the 
left front, the orchestra will be deployed across the stage, and the right choir will be at the right front.



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in 
their original,  pristine state for maximum �delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of 

which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain "artifacts" which are an inseparable part 
of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  

 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced 
versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in 
the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very demanding  manufacturing process.

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com
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Bach’s Greatest Fugues / Orm
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1. St. Anne Fugue in E Flat
2. Little Fugue in G minor
3. Fugue in D
4. Great Fugue in G minor
5. Fugue in A minor
6. Fugue in C minor
7. Fugue in C
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